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ABSTRACT

We present QOOK, an interactive reading system that
incorporates the benefits of both physical and digital books
to facilitate active reading. QOOK uses a top-projector to
create digital contents on a blank paper book. By detecting
markers attached to each page, QOOK allows users to flip
pages just like they would with a real book. Electronic
functions such as keyword searching, highlighting and
bookmarking are included to provide users with additional
digital assistance. With a Kinect sensor that recognizes
touch gestures, QOOK enables people to use these
electronic functions directly with their fingers. The
combination of the electronic functions of the virtual
interface and free-form interaction with the physical book
creates a natural reading experience, providing an
opportunity for faster navigation between pages and better
understanding of the book contents.

introduced the importance of physical structure and natural
manipulation that paper books offer (e.g. the SequenceBook
[7]). However, few researches have focused on integrating
the benefits of physical and digital books specifically to
enhance people’s active reading [5], a deep and focused
reading process that involves many additional activities
such as information searching, underlining and commenting.
To address this issue, we created QOOK (Figure 1), a
reading system that keeps the fixed layout and natural
manipulation of physical books, while providing the
functionalities of digital books to support the active reading
process. The following sections describe the implementtation and interaction scenarios of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

In this demo, we aim to integrate the advanced technology
of digital books with the affordances of physical books to
create a novel experience that supports active reading.
Physical books promote spatial memory and facilitate
navigation due to their thickness, fixed layout, and twohanded manipulation [4,5], while digital books provide the
capabilities of computer technology to assist people in their
active reading tasks such as searching, filtering and
organizing [5]. Research has been conducted on the
combination of physical and virtual affordances to support
people’s reading. For example, DigitalDesk [6] and
Interactive Space [3] both blend electronic properties with
paper documents, enabling direct manipulation of the
contents of the paper. Some researchers have also
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Figure 1. QOOK: a) system structure b) hardware c) paperbook interface: ①Search Box ②Search Result List ③
Bookmark Button ④Bookmark Stack
IMPLEMENTATION

QOOK incorporates a projector (1280x800) and a Kinect
that are 0.8m above the table, directed at the surface of a
paper book (Figure 1). The system uses a blank paper book
and its surrounding table surface as the user interface,
where reading contents and interactive widgets are
projected as users flip the pages or make finger gestures.
Each page of the book is identified with a fiducial marker
called Chilitags [1]. By quickly and precisely identifying
and tracking the marker, our system can detect the users’
flipping manipulations and project the corresponding
contents onto the book pages. With the RGB and depth
images captured by Kinect, we use detection techniques
similar to OmniTouch [2] to recognize fingers, fingertips,
and finger gestures on the book and the table surface. With

these computer vision technologies, QOOK allows users to
directly manipulate the paper book as well as the projected
digital contents, thus showing the potential of physicalvirtual coupling.
SCENARIOS OF INTERACTION

We illustrate the intended use of QOOK with the following
interaction scenarios: 1) page flipping, 2) keyword
searching, and 3) highlighting and bookmarking. The first
scenario presents the ways in which QOOK imitates a
physical book and allows users to flip the pages. The last
two scenarios demonstrate various electronic functions
embedded in QOOK that assist people with active reading.

stored in the Bookmark Stack (Figure 1c) above the left
page of the paper book. Tapping a particular bookmark in
the stack will trigger the same sub-book described in the
keyword searching section, showing the specific page with
the highlighted content (Figure 4c).

Figure 3. Keyword searching: a) virtual keyboard b) the subbook c) the highlighted keyword

Page Flipping

When users open the book, corresponding contents of the
book are projected on the book pages. They can flip pages
one by one to read the book, and the contents shown on
current pages will change with page flipping. When the user
slowly turns a page, the content will be revealed gradually
as the page moves (Figure 2a). If users want to search or
skim forward or back quickly within the book, they can
quickly flick the pages with one hand holding the current
page as an anchor and the other hand flipping the pages at a
fast speed (Figure 2b). The content on the pages will
change synchronously with page flicking as well. Such
manipulations are just like those of a real physical book.

Figure 4. Highlighting and Bookmarking: a) the highlighting
mode b) bookmark c) the sub-book
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

QOOK explores a new kind of reading experience obtained
by physical-virtual coupling, one that blends the electronic
functions of digital books naturally into a physical book
interface. It keeps the structure and natural manipulation of
physical books, while benefiting from digital technologies
such as keyword searching and bookmarking. In the future,
long-term user studies will be conducted to evaluate the
feasibility and sustainability of the system.
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Figure 2. Page flipping: a) slow flipping b) quick flicking
Keyword Searching

Sometimes users would like to search for information in a
book using keywords. When the user taps the Search Box
(Figure 1c) on the top of the right page with a finger, a
virtual keyboard appears above the book content (Figure 3a)
for users to type in keywords. Search results will be listed
on the right of the book (Figure 1c). If the user taps one
item, an animated sub-book pops up from the selected item
(Figure 3b), showing the target page that contains the
keyword. The keyword is highlighted with a yellow block
(Figure 3c). Users can also visit the previous or following
pages in the sub-book by flipping the pages of the paper
book. Tapping the close button on the upper right corner of
the sub-book will terminate the keyword search.
Highlighting and Bookmarking

When users click the blue Bookmark Button (Figure 1c) on
the right side of the book, the button turns yellow,
indicating that the system is in highlighting mode. Users
can drag their fingers on the book surface to select an area
to highlight (Figure 4a). A pop-up bookmark enables users
to type in some words as a reminder (Figure 4b). The
Bookmark Button then turns back to blue, indicating that
one can create new bookmarks again. All bookmarks are
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